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AN AUTUMN RIDE

Malvern

    The world's a beautiful world to-day,
    A flame of gold and a dusk of gray,

    Where Autumn leaves toss their gaudy crests
    O'er still deep lanes, where the twilight rests.

    Just overhead as I ride along
    A hopeful thrush charms his thought to song,

    And all that's joyous within me springs
    To meet the promise of which he sings.

    Away to Heaven the melting view
    Is soft with raptures of endless blue;

    The trees and meadows, the hills and plains,
    Like music woven of countless strains

    Submerge, entwine, till the eye can see
    No shade that is not a harmony.

    As part of nature's most perfect whole
    Each humble object conceives a soul,

    No tiny flower in the distance lost,
    But gives its colour, nor counts the cost;

    No drop of dew, but its feeble ray
    An atom cast in the pearly gray

    Is shining there, unperceived, content,
    A dim star set in earth's firmament.

    My horse treads gently, and makes scarce sound,
    His hoofs sink deep in the marshy ground,

    Yet 'neath the touch of my curbing rein
    I feel the youth in his veins complain,

    He lifts his head, and his eager eyes
    Gaze far away where the moorland lies,

    He whinnies often, as though to say



    I would be free on this perfect day!

    He too is filled with a happiness
    His dumb soul treasures but can't express,

    And in that gladness of wind and sun
    I know my beast and myself are one.

    The way is lonely, no passer by
    Disturbs the stillness, my horse and I

    Possess the earth, and the rippling air
    Divine elixir to banish care

    Has brought new strength to my heart and mind,
    And swept all sorrowful things behind.

    Oh! Joy of living when youth is ours!
    Oh! Earth my Mother, thy fragrant bowers

    Could they be fairer if Angels trod
    Beneath their trees at the will of God?

    Could fabled Heaven e'er compensate
    For one such day, when the year is late,

    And all the Summer has come to dwell
    In long warm moments of dim farewell?

    When skies are pale with the tears that bless
    The soil, in falling for happiness?

    And winds are fragrant with scent that flows
    From out the bosom of some lone rose?

    And brooks are drowsy with dusty gleams,
    And languid thoughts of their winter dreams?

    The fields are vital, and nude, and gray
    With future promise of fruitful clay?

    Ah! no, my being could not believe,
    My heart desire, nor my soul conceive,

    A world more perfect, more dear, more true,
    Than this fair Eden I'm riding through.

from Project Gutenberg's A Sheaf of Verses, by Marguerite Radclyffe-Hall



DOLOR OF AUTUMN

THE acrid scents of autumn,
Reminiscent of slinking beasts, make me fear
Everything, tear-trembling stars of autumn
And the snore of the night in my ear.

For suddenly, flush-fallen,
All my life, in a rush
Of shedding away, has left me
Naked, exposed on the bush.

I, on the bush of the globe,
Like a newly-naked berry, shrink
Disclosed: but I also am prowling
As well in the scents that slink

Abroad: I in this naked berry
Of flesh that stands dismayed on the bush;
And I in the stealthy, brindled odours
Prowling about the lush

And acrid night of autumn;
My soul, along with the rout,
Rank and treacherous, prowling,
Disseminated out.

For the night, with a great breath intaken,
Has taken my spirit outside
Me, till I reel with disseminated consciousness,
Like a man who has died.

At the same time I stand exposed
Here on the bush of the globe,
A newly-naked berry of flesh
For the stars to probe.

from: The Project Gutenberg eBook, Amores, by D. H. Lawrence



 `Resurgam'

      (Autumn Song)

   Chill breezes moaning are
    Where leaves hang yellow:
   O'er the grey hills afar
    Flies the last swallow;
To come again, my love, to come again
    Blithe with the summer.
But Ah! the long months ere we welcome then
    That bright new comer.

   Cold lie the flowers and dead
    Where leaves are falling.
   Meekly they bowed and sped
    At Autumn's calling.
To come again, my love, to come again
    Blithe with the swallow.
Ah! might I dreaming lie at rest till then,
    Or rise and follow!

   The summer blooms are gone,
    And bright birds darting;
   Cold lies the earth forlorn;
    And we are parting.
To meet again, my love, to meet again
    In deathless greeting,
But ah! what wintry bitterness of pain
    Ere that far meeting!

 Mary Colborne-Veel

from: The Project Gutenberg Etext of An Anthology of Australian Verse



  AUTUMN EVENING IN THE ORCHARD.

  In the monotonous orchard alley glints
    The languid sun that yet is loth to leave
    This unripe, fascinating autumn eve,
  And draws a pastel with faint, feminine tints.

  Spite of the great gold fruits around us strown,
    Of the last freshly-opened roses, which
    But now we gathered, spite of all the rich
  Odour filling the dusk from hay new-mown,

  Of all the ripe, warm, naked fruit thou art
    I covet nothing but the savour, while
    Thou liest in the grass there with a smile,
  Tormenting with thy curious eyes my heart.

Sylvain Bonmariage

from: The Project Gutenberg eBook, Contemporary Belgian Poetry, by Various,
Edited and Translated by Jethro Bithell



October's Bright Blue Weather

    O suns and skies and clouds of June,
      And flowers of June together,
    Ye cannot rival for one hour
      October's bright blue weather;

    When loud the bumblebee makes haste,
      Belated, thriftless vagrant,
    And goldenrod is dying fast,
      And lanes with grapes are fragrant;

    When gentians roll their fringes tight
      To save them for the morning,
    And chestnuts fall from satin burrs
      Without a sound of warning;

    When on the ground red apples lie
      In piles like jewels shining,
    And redder still on old stone walls
      Are leaves of woodbine twining;
    When all the lovely wayside things
      Their white-winged seeds are sowing,
    And in the fields, still green and fair,
      Late aftermaths are growing;

    When springs run low, and on the brooks,
      In idle golden freighting,
    Bright leaves sink noiseless in the hush
      Of woods, for winter waiting;

    When comrades seek sweet country haunts,
      By twos and twos together,
    And count like misers, hour by hour,
      October's bright blue weather.

    O sun and skies and flowers of June,
      Count all your boasts together,
    Love loveth best of all the year
      October's bright blue weather.

                        H. H.

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Golden Numbers, by Various



November

The world is tired, the year is old,
 The fading leaves are glad to die,
The wind goes shivering with cold
 Where the brown reeds are dry.

Our love is dying like the grass,
 And we who kissed grow coldly kind,
Half glad to see our old love pass
 Like leaves along the wind.

from: The Project Gutenberg Etext of Love Songs, by Sara Teasdale



Wind and Chrysanthemum

    Chrysanthemums bending
    Before the wind.

    Chrysanthemums wavering
    In the black choked grasses.

    The wind frowns at them,
    He tears off a green and orange stalk of broken chrysanthemum.

    The chrysanthemums spread their flattered heads,
    And scurry off before the wind.

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Japanese Prints, by John Gould Fletcher



THE LINE-GANG

  Here come the line-gang pioneering by.
  They throw a forest down less cut than broken.
  They plant dead trees for living, and the dead
  They string together with a living thread.
  They string an instrument against the sky
  Wherein words whether beaten out or spoken
  Will run as hushed as when they were a thought.
  But in no hush they string it: they go past
  With shouts afar to pull the cable taut,
  To hold it hard until they make it fast,
  To ease away--they have it. With a laugh,
  An oath of towns that set the wild at naught
  They bring the telephone and telegraph.

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Mountain Interval, by Robert Frost



Autumn Wind

  A month ago they marched to fight
    Away 'twixt the woodland and the sown,
  I walked that lonely road to-night
    And yet I could not feel alone.

  The voice of the wind called shrill and high
    Like a bugle band of ghosts,
  And the restless leaves that shuffled by
    Seemed the tread of the phantom hosts.

  Mayhap when the shadows gather round
    And the low skies lower with rain,
  The dead that rot upon outland ground
    March down the road again.

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Poems, by Elinor Jenkins



Rhapsody on a Windy Night

 Twelve o'clock.
 Along the reaches of the street
 Held in a lunar synthesis,
 Whispering lunar incantations
 Dissolve the floors of the memory
 And all its clear relations,
 Its divisions and precisions,
 Every street lamp that I pass
 Beats like a fatalistic drum,
 And through the spaces of the dark
 Midnight shakes the memory
 As a madman shakes a dead geranium.

 Half-past one,
 The street lamp sputtered,
 The street lamp muttered,
 The street lamp said,
 "Regard that woman
 Who hesitates toward you in the light of the door
 Which opens on her like a grin.
 You see the border of her dress
 Is torn and stained with sand,
 And you see the corner of her eye
 Twists like a crooked pin."

 The memory throws up high and dry
 A crowd of twisted things;
 A twisted branch upon the beach
 Eaten smooth, and polished
 As if the world gave up
 The secret of its skeleton,
 Stiff and white.
 A broken spring in a factory yard,
 Rust that clings to the form that the strength has left
 Hard and curled and ready to snap.

 Half-past two,
 The street lamp said,
 "Remark the cat which flattens itself in the gutter,
 Slips out its tongue
 And devours a morsel of rancid butter."
 So the hand of a child, automatic
 Slipped out and pocketed a toy that was running along the quay.
 I could see nothing behind that child's eye.
 I have seen eyes in the street
 Trying to peer through lighted shutters,



 And a crab one afternoon in a pool,
 An old crab with barnacles on his back,
 Gripped the end of a stick which I held him.

 Half-past three,
 The lamp sputtered,
 The lamp muttered in the dark.

 The lamp hummed:
 "Regard the moon,
 La lune ne garde aucune rancune,
 She winks a feeble eye,
 She smiles into corners.
 She smoothes the hair of the grass.
 The moon has lost her memory.
 A washed-out smallpox cracks her face,
 Her hand twists a paper rose,
 That smells of dust and old Cologne,
 She is alone
 With all the old nocturnal smells
 That cross and cross across her brain.
 The reminiscence comes
 Of sunless dry geraniums
 And dust in crevices,
 Smells of chestnuts in the streets,
 And female smells in shuttered rooms,
 And cigarettes in corridors
 And cocktail smells in bars."

 The lamp said,
 "Four o'clock,
 Here is the number on the door.
 Memory!
 You have the key,
 The little lamp spreads a ring on the stair,
 Mount.
 The bed is open; the tooth-brush hangs on the wall
 Put your shoes at the door, sleep, prepare for life."

 The last twist of the knife.

from: Project Gutenberg's Prufrock and Other Observations, by T. S. Eliot



  IN AN ORCHARD

  Airy and quick and wise
    In the shed light of the sun,
  You clasp with friendly eyes
    The thoughts from mine that run.

  But something breaks the link;
    I solitary stand
  By a giant gully's brink
    In some vast gloomy land.

  Sole central watcher, I
    With steadfast sadness now
  In that waste place descry
    'Neath the awful heavens how

  Your life doth dizzy drop
    A little foam of flame
  From a peak without a top
    To a pit without a name.

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Poems - First Series, by J. C. Squire



I BUILT A FIRE

    I built a fire to welcome her,
        And my voice sighed
    Aloud her name. To be with her
    This night, I would have died....
        Upon the hours, all in vain
        My tears, the rain,
    Fall uselessly, unceasingly....
        The heavy door
        Has closed again ... again!
    I wait, yet know she will not brave
        The midnight,--give
    One hour more, so utterly to live;
        Wise and mild and shy,
    Afraid as the heart of a child,
        I know her heart to be.
    And mine, that naught will save,
      Must love and live and crave
        And break unceasingly!

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Poems & Poèmes, by Natalie Clifford Barney



THE DEATH OF AUTUMN

     When reeds are dead and a straw to thatch the marshes,
     And feathered pampas-grass rides into the wind
     Like aged warriors westward, tragic, thinned
     Of half their tribe, and over the flattened rushes,
     Stripped of its secret, open, stark and bleak,
     Blackens afar the half-forgotten creek,--
     Then leans on me the weight of the year, and crushes
     My heart.  I know that Beauty must ail and die,
     And will be born again,--but ah, to see
     Beauty stiffened, staring up at the sky!
     Oh, Autumn!  Autumn!--What is the Spring to me?

from:  The Project Gutenberg EBook of Second April, by Edna St. Vincent Millay



THE FALL OF THE LEAVES

  I

  In warlike pomp, with banners flowing,
    The regiments of autumn stood:
  I saw their gold and scarlet glowing
    From every hillside, every wood.

  Above the sea the clouds were keeping
    Their secret leaguer, gray and still;
  They sent their misty vanguard creeping
    With muffled step from hill to hill.

  All day the sullen armies drifted
    Athwart the sky with slanting rain;
  At sunset for a space they lifted,
    With dusk they settled down again.

  II

  At dark the winds began to blow
  With mutterings distant, low;
    From sea and sky they called their strength,
      Till with an angry, broken roar,
      Like billows on an unseen shore,
    Their fury burst at length.

  I heard through the night
    The rush and the clamour;
  The pulse of the fight
    Like blows of Thor's hammer;
  The pattering flight
  Of the leaves, and the anguished
  Moan of the forest vanquished.

  At daybreak came a gusty song:
  "Shout! the winds are strong.
  The little people of the leaves are fled.
  Shout! The Autumn is dead!"

  III

  The storm is ended! The impartial sun
    Laughs down upon the battle lost and won,



  And crowns the triumph of the cloudy host
    In rolling lines retreating to the coast.

  But we, fond lovers of the woodland shade,
    And grateful friends of every fallen leaf,
  Forget the glories of the cloud-parade,
    And walk the ruined woods in quiet grief.

  For ever so our thoughtful hearts repeat
    On fields of triumph dirges of defeat;
  And still we turn on gala-days to tread
    Among the rustling memories of the dead.

  1874.

from: The Project Gutenberg EBook of Songs Out of Doors, by Henry Van Dyke
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